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Feature Story 
Objectives 

The Office Party 
  
 

CLB competency 
outcomes  
Listening:  
Reading: 
Speaking: 
Writing: 

L: Identify main ideas, supporting details and implied meanings 
in extended narration; make some inferences 
L: Use contextual clues to enhance comprehension 
R: Demonstrate comprehension of a two or three page 
moderately complex extended description, report, or narrative 
on a familiar topic; evaluate ideas in text to draw conclusions 
R: Find, integrate, and compare information from different 
sources 
S: Encourage conversation by adding supportive comments; ask 
follow-up questions to keep the conversation going 
W: Demonstrate adequate control of modals and expressions 
for making suggestions in a culturally appropriate manner 

Language skills 

Vocabulary: Identify and use vocabulary words and idiomatic expressions; rely 
on contextual clues for comprehension 

Grammar: Identify and use modals and expressions to make suggestions 

Language Activities (in order of appearance in materials) 

 Taking an online Holiday Etiquette Quiz to raise schema and 
prepare learners for audio 
Completing pre‐listening activities to build vocabulary and 
prepare learners for audio 
Listening to the audio to identify key ideas (advice about how to 
behave) 
Completing a pre-listening vocabulary activity 
Listening to the audio to identify main ideas, supporting details, 
and implied meanings; and to make inferences 
Listening to the audio to infer meaning of unfamiliar words and 
idiomatic expressions from context clues 
Noticing verbal strategies that are used to show listenership and 
encourage conversation 
Completing a pre‐reading vocabulary activity 
Answering comprehension questions 

Finding and evaluating information; applying information to a 
context 
Identifying modals and expressions used to make suggestions 

Uses modals and expressions to make suggestions which express 
possible courses of action rather than required actions 
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Introduction 

Background Reading 

To prepare for the activities in this package, take the Holiday Etiquette Quiz at the following 

link: http://www.cbc.ca/stevenandchris/life/holiday-survival-quiz 

How did you do?  

The questions in this quiz reflect some of the dilemmas that people typically face during the 

holiday season in December. The answers reflect what might be considered “good 

etiquette” – that is, how to behave with dignity so that social occasions go smoothly. The 

listening activity in this package deals specifically with how to act or behave at office parties.  

 

Food for Thought 

What is happening in the office party picture below? Is the man in the red hat an employee 

of the company, or is he a guest or spouse of one of the employees at the party? Do you 

have any suggestions for him?  

  
Image: http://www.cbc.ca/stevenandchris/life/holiday-survival-quiz  

In the listening text, you will hear a speaker refer to someone having a “lampshade on their 
head.” Google search “lampshade on head office party” and select images. Based on the 
images that pop up, what do you think a lampshade on one’s head is a symbol of?  
(See answer key for a possible answer) 

  

http://www.cbc.ca/stevenandchris/life/holiday-survival-quiz
http://www.cbc.ca/stevenandchris/life/holiday-survival-quiz
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The Audio: The Office Party 

Listen to the podcast to gather advice about how to behave at an office party. The following 

is a transcript of the first few seconds of the podcast. 

 SPEAKER TITLE: THE OFFICE PARTY 

0:00 Mark Christmas office parties can be as sweet as a glass of eggnog, but add a shot or two of 

rum and somebody’s bound to end up on the ‘naughty list.’ Our workplace columnist 

Margo Ross-Graham is here with a guide to surviving the office party season. Good 

morning. 

0:13 Margo Good morning, Mark. 

0:15 Mark All right. I said Christmas party off the top; I guess we should call it a holiday party, first 

of all. When you’re in business, you want to make sure you include everybody. … 

 

Pre-listening vocabulary 

The words below are from the audio. The definitions are next to the words.  Read the 

definitions then complete the sentences that follow. 

WORD DEFINITION 

a move (towards/away from) 

(noun) 

A trend towards or away from something 

colleagues (noun) People that you work with 

definitely (adverb) Certainly; clearly; for sure; without a doubt 

engagement (noun) The state of being involved and connected with something. Collocations 

include: to demonstrate high/low/real/no engagement 

event (noun) A social gathering 

gauge (noun) A measurement (can also refer to an instrument for measuring). Idioms 

include “to get a gauge of something” or “to be a good gauge of something” 

out(side) of the norm “the norm” refers to a typical pattern, what is usual. “Outside of the norm” 

refers to something that is unusual, not normal 

probably (adverb) Very likely; almost certainly; as far as we know 

ramifications (noun) Consequences; results; outcomes (usually negative) 
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Use the vocabulary words on the previous page to complete the following sentences. You 

will need to change the forms of the verbs so that they fit grammatically. (Answers can be 

found in the appendix.) 

1. His illness was ________________ his ability to work.  

2. His lies _________________problems for him at work. 

3. I _______________ the 5-kilometre run! 

4. Her _____________________ took her out for lunch on her birthday. 

5. She _____________________ plans to retire this year. In fact, she has already reserved 

tickets for an extended holiday this winter. 

6. She will __________________ retire this year, although she hasn’t given formal notice 

to her employer.  

7. Employees were invited to bring their __________________ to the office party, but 

Dave wasn’t married and wasn’t sure if he could bring his girlfriend. 

8. The ______________ was planned for the first week in March, but had to be cancelled 

because of the bad weather. 

9. The volunteers from the community ___________________ the soccer tournament. All 

their plans worked out smoothly and it was a great success. 

10. Low volunteer __________________ resulted in fewer events being planned. 

11. There is a _________________________away from buying single family homes; instead 

people are ________________________towards buying condos.  

12. Student attendance can be a good __________________ of student interest and 

engagement in a class. 

13. In university, the __________________________ of not attending class and not doing 

homework can be serious.  

14. In his family, it was expected that he would be a doctor or a lawyer. Any other choice 
was __________________________ for his family (i.e., his parents, uncles, aunts, and 
cousins were all doctors or lawyers).  

spouse (noun) A partner in marriage; a husband or wife 

to affect (verb) 

to impact (verb) 

To have an effect on something; to produce a change in something. 

to create (verb) To cause something to exist that did not exist before 

to organize (verb) To make arrangements for an event or activity 

to survive (verb) Serious definition: to continue to live despite an accident or danger 

Less serious definition: to make it through some challenge with few 

consequences 
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Listening for meaning  

Background information: Mark introduces the speaker by talking about a glass of eggnog and a 
shot or two of rum – this refers to a typical holiday drink. Mark also mentions a naughty list – this 
refers to a list that Santa Clause makes up, categorizing children into two lists: those who are 
Naughty and don’t deserve presents, and those who are Nice and do deserve presents. 

First read the questions below. Then listen to the podcast and answer the questions.  
Note: this podcast is very fast, so you may have to listen more than once.  

1. Eggnog with a shot of rum is a (circle one) sour/sweet/salty/bitter drink that is often 

drunk at Christmas. 

 

2. Why are some businesses calling their party a Holiday party instead of a Christmas 

party?  

 

3. True/False: Employers always organize the holiday parties. 

 

4. True/False: Employers always pay for holiday parties. 

 

5. True/False: If very few people choose to come to a holiday party, this might mean 

that employees are less satisfied and not happy with their company. 

 

6. What should you keep in mind when you go to an office party? 

 

7. What should you avoid doing when going to an office party? 

 

8. What is one risk of encouraging employees to invite spouses to an office party? 

 

9. What is one possible ramification of bad behavior at an office party? 

 

10. There is (circle one) more/less drinking at office parties now than there used to be.  

 

11. List two things that organizations are doing to protect their employees:  

   

  

12. What could you say to convince your colleague to come to your office party and 

bring his/her spouse? 

 

 

13. What could you say to convince your boss that spouses and dates should be invited 

to the office holiday party?  
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Listening strategies – Keep listening to guess the meaning of words and expressions  
The goal of the listening strategies section of the monthly feature is to help you to improve 

your listening skills for all listening situations, not just this audio. This month we are focusing 

on developing the ability to recognize when the speaker has used a synonym or a 

restatement that can help you guess the meaning of words and expressions.  

When you hear an unfamiliar word, don’t get distracted and frustrated because you can’t 

understand. Instead, just keep listening. Very often, especially with less common words and 

expressions, a speaker will repeat what he or she is saying using different words. This gives 

you a second chance to catch what the speaker is saying. The key is not to get upset and 

panic when you hear an unfamiliar word!  

Listen to the following sections of the podcast in order to catch the meaning of the bolded 

words and expressions in the following table. After you hear the bolded word or phrase, 

keep listening. Be alert for restatements, explanations, and clues that can help you 

understand what bolded word meant. (Answers can be found in the appendix.) 

TIME 

FRAME 

SPEAKER UNFAMILIAR WORD OR 

PHRASE 

RESTATEMENTS  OR CLUES THAT CAN HELP YOU 

UNDERSTAND THOSE WORDS OR PHRASES 

0:28-

0:45 

Margo to get a gauge as to what your 

organization’s all about  

 

 

1:14- 

133 

Margo high morale companies A company where employees are…  

 

 

1:39-

2:13 

Margo sponsored by the organization  

 

 

3:00-

3:29 

4:49-

5:05 

Margo & 

Mark 

partner  

3:44- 

4:15 

Mark & 

Margo 

tamer  

4:06- 

4:25 

Mark & 

Margo 

to stick out like sore thumbs  
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Building Speaking Skills: Showing listenership 

In typical Canadian conversations, a good listener isn’t passive or completely silent. Instead, 

the listeners and speakers interact and overlap, and listeners use verbal cues to show they 

are engaged and to encourage the speaker. Listen to the following section of the podcast. 

Notice that the speakers overlap. Mark doesn’t wait quietly until Margo is finished talking 

to clarify his question – instead he jumps in, in the middle of her sentence. Then Margo 

repeats what he says and goes on to explain her point. Also notice the verbal cues Mark 

uses to show that he is listening (highlighted in yellow). 

0:54 Margo I think it’s a good idea to go. The event is usually set up as a thank you to employees for a 

great year, and an opportunity to get everybody together and celebrate… 

1:04 Mark …IF the business is paying for it. [if the business is paying for it]. Sometimes they don’t, right? 

1:08 Margo Yeah, and a lot of organizations, I think, have their employees pay for their own tickets to the 

event. [right] But we do see that, high morale companies, people are happy to go to that 

event, because it is a great chance to get people together. [mhmm] So I often think in 

organizations, if they notice that they are having a holiday event or a Christmas party that 

lots of employees are going [mm], it’s probably a good gauge of employee engagement and 

employee satisfaction. So they’ve probably been doing some good things that year.  

 

Now listen to the rest of the podcast. Notice where speakers overlap when they talk. Write 

down all of the little words and sounds that Mark uses to show he is listening and to 

encourage the conversation: 

 

 

See the transcript at the end of this document to check your answers. The words and 

phrases Mark uses to provide feedback are enclosed in square brackets and highlighted. The 

next time you are listening to someone, be sure to use verbal cues to let them know you are 

listening. This is especially important if you are on the phone and they can’t see you. 

Note: Because this podcast was produced for radio, it is likely that Mark is “holding back” 

and is not giving as much feedback as normal. It is also likely that some of the feedback has 

been edited out to make a clearer audio file for broadcast. In most conversations, if a 

listener does not give any verbal feedback, a speaker may feel that the person he or she is 

talking to is not listening. When that happens, speakers often start using much more rising 

intonation and lots of “you know? you know?” statements. If you notice that the people you 

are talking to say “You know? You know?” a lot, and their statements sound like questions, 

it may be that they need more verbal feedback to confirm you are engaged. 
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Reading Activity 

Pre-reading vocabulary 

The following vocabulary activity will help you to understand the reading below. Match each 

word to its correct definition. The first one is done. (Answers are in the appendix.) 

1. Appropriate (adj) 

 

C A. To chat and tell stories (often unkind or untrue) about other 

people’s private lives 

2. Attitude (noun)  B. An attempt to do something; work that is done to achieve 

something 

3. Clarify (verb)  C. Suitable for the situation 

4. Assistance (noun)  D. To be paying attention; to have clear aims  

5. Gossip (verb, noun)  E. Help  

6. Focused (adj)  F. To make something less confusing or easier to understand 

7. Factor (noun)  G. Things that can be used to achieve a goal; can include supplies, 

equipment, money, time 

8. Rejuvenated (adj)  H. A perspective or outlook; a way of thinking about something; 

often positive or negative 

9. Despite (preposition)  I. One of many things that can cause or influence something 

10. Resources (noun)  J. Not affected by; regardless of; in spite of  

11. Equipment (noun)  K. To officially approve of someone; to publically thank or honor 

someone  

12. Contribute (verb) 

Contribution (noun) 

 L. Machines, tools, and clothing needed for a specific job or 

activity  

13. Recognize (verb)  M. (verb) To improve or add to something;  

(noun) Something you give to help something be successful 

14. Effort (noun)  N. Being healthy, energetic, or strong once again 
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Reading Activity: What do Employees Want? 

The following reading is excerpted with permission from a booklet published by the Alberta 

Government titled Job Smart: Tips for staying employed. It discusses what employers and 

employees are looking for, how to assess your personal and work skills, how to make positive 

changes, and how to contribute to a positive workplace. Read the excerpt below to find out 

what you can do to create a positive work environment for yourself and your colleagues. 
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Reading for meaning 

Now read the text more carefully and answer the following questions. (Answers can be found 

in the appendix) 

1. Karin is thinking of quitting her job. She works in a group home with troubled youth 

and is paid more than others who work in similar places. She loves her clients and 

her colleagues. Her boss listens when she has problems and treats the employees 

fairly. In fact, last year Karin got an award for being the most valued employee. But 

she still wants to quit! Look at the bulleted list at the beginning of the reading. List 

two things that might be making Karin want to quit. 

    

  

 

2. At his yearly employee evaluation meeting, Kardik’s boss said she wanted to see him 

become more of a team player.  What are some things he might or might not be 

doing that could be causing a problem? 

 

 

 

  

3. Clothes can be very expensive, but how you dress can have ramifications for your 

job. What can you do if you don’t want to spend a lot of money on clothing? 

 

 

 

4. What are two non-verbal things you can to do communicate better? 

   

  

 

5. True/False: Asking questions when your boss gives you instructions is insulting to 

your boss and makes you look bad. 

 

6. True/False: Apologizing makes you look weak and incompetent.  

 

7. Your friend doesn’t take any breaks because she wants to impress her boss. 

According to the article, why is that a bad idea? 
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Reading Strategies: integrating information from different sources 

The goal of the reading strategies of the monthly feature is to help you become a better 

reader of all reading texts – not just this text. This month we are focusing on your ability to 

integrate information from different sources. Both the podcast you listened to and the 

booklet excerpt you read focused on workplace behaviour. The podcast focused specifically 

on office parties; the booklet focused more generally on what you could do to build a 

positive workplace environment. The following questions encourage you to draw 

connections between the ideas in the two sources. (Answers can be found in the appendix) 

1. Both the podcast and the booklet mention employee clothing. What did they say? 

 

 Podcast (2:00-2:30):  

 

 Booklet:  

Complete the following sentence using your own words:  According to both the 

Office Party podcast and the Job Smart Tips for Staying Employed booklet,…   

 

2. In the podcast, Margo states that for businesses, the number of people who attend 

a holiday party is a good gauge of employee engagement and satisfaction. Find ideas 

from the booklet to complete the following sentence:  

If a lot of people attend an office party, it probably means that…  

 

 

 

3. Imagine that Kardik (Question 2, Reading for Meaning) is reluctant to go to the 

office party. Find ideas in the booklet excerpt and that you can use to convince him 

to go. Give him advice about what to do or not to do at that party using ideas from 

both the booklet and the podcast.  

 

 

4. Your friend is the president of a small company. She is wondering if she should host 

a holiday party for her employees. Find ideas from both the booklet and the podcast 

to convince her to do so. Say where the different ideas came from by starting your 

sentences with “According to the Job Smart booklet,…” or “According to Margo,…” 
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Grammar Activity – Using modals to give advice 

This grammar lesson prepares you for the writing activity which follows. In that writing 

activity, you will make suggestions for various people who are facing challenges in their 

jobs. Suggestions are not orders or commands – they are ideas about what someone may, 

might or could do.  

A quick grammar lesson on modals: 

Modals have only one form. They do not change with tense and person as 

verbs do. Also, two modals cannot be used together.  

So, we never say “He shoulds leave” or “She might could come.” 

Modals are always followed by the base form of the verb. Notice there is 

no “s” after the underlined verbs below: 

Karen should schedule a meeting with her supervisor. 

Karen could try talking to her coworkers. 

Karen may consider moving to another position. 

 

Stronger suggestions use the modal should and expressions such as it’s important (not) to. 

However, too many strong suggestions sound bossy. In Canada, people often soften their 

suggestions, making it sound like their idea is just one idea among many possibilities. By 

making tentative suggestions, the speaker or writer is saying he or she is just offering some 

possible ideas for action. This gives the listener or reader the freedom to follow the 

suggestions or not. 

Besides the modals above, other ways to make suggestions sound tentative are to use the 

words perhaps or maybe. Also, it’s common to use the words want, try, consider, and think 

about in different combinations. For example: 

Karen might try talking to her co-workers.  

Karen might want to talk to her co-workers. 

Karen may want to try talking to her co-workers. 

Karen might consider moving to a new position. 

Karen may want to think about moving to a new position.  

Perhaps Karen should consider the possibility of moving to a new position. 
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The following scenario and suggestions are excerpted from the Job Smart booklet. Read the 

scenario, and then read the suggestions which follow. Highlight the modals and other 

words that are used to make the suggestions sound less bossy.  

(Answers can be found in the appendix) 

Dealing with a supervisor who isn’t easy to talk to 

Karen is having trouble talking to her supervisor about how she feels about her job and 

about their relationship. She doesn’t think her supervisor likes her work. Although 

Karen’s tried to talk informally to her about the problem several times, her supervisor 

never seems to have the time or interest. What could Karen do? (Job Smart, p.13) 

Some suggestions: 

Since Karen has tried to talk to her supervisor several times and had no success, perhaps 

she needs to be more assertive. The problem will only become bigger if she doesn’t do 

something about it now. She could try to schedule a meeting with her supervisor 

instead of trying to speak informally. If meeting with her supervisor doesn’t improve 

things, Karen could try talking to her co-workers to see if they have any ideas about how 

she could work better with her supervisor. She could also try talking to the manager of 

the department or perhaps someone in human resources if she is unable to resolve the 

situation herself. If Karen still sees no change, she may want to think about moving to a 

position where she reports to someone else. (Job Smart, p.13) 

 

Writing Activity – Making suggestions 

Following are four more scenarios of people who are facing challenges in their jobs. These 

scenarios are also from The Job Smart: Tips for Staying Employed booklet.  

Write suggestions for what the different people could do in their situations. Make some of 

your suggestions tentative using the modals and expressions highlighted in the previous 

section.  Use should and it’s important to with some of your stronger suggestions. 

Late for work 

Mark has been having trouble getting to work on time for the last few weeks. He does his 

best to get his three kids off to daycare and school each day, but sometimes things 

happen. Like when his four-year-old daughter had a tantrum at the breakfast table and 

spilled her juice down the front of his shirt. Not a good start to the day. Because he had to 

change clothes, Mark ended up being 10 minutes late for work – for the second time this 

week. What could he do? (Job Smart, p.11) 
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Possible solution:  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Problem with a co-worker 

Lien is having a problem with a co-worker. They just don’t seem to get along. Lien gets 

upset when her co-worker points out her mistakes to everyone nearby, like the time Lien 

was trying to use the cash register and it got jammed. Lien believes her co-worker treats 

her this way because she doesn’t like her. What could she do? (Job Smart, p.12) 

Possible solution:  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Too much work to do 

Antonio enjoys his job in the mailroom but lately he’s been feeling swamped. Whenever he 

turns around, someone needs a letter tracked down, someone has a rush delivery or more 

mail comes in and needs to be sorted and delivered. He’s trying his best to keep up but it’s 

been getting hard to keep on top of everything. In fact, some things have slipped through 

the cracks. Antonio feels terrible and wants to do better. But he can’t keep working 

through his lunch break to get things done and staying up at night thinking about things he 

may have forgotten to do. What could he do? (Job Smart, p.12) 

Possible solution:  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Asking for time off work for a personal issue 

Maria’s last employer fired her for abandoning her job. She didn’t mean to abandon it – in 

fact, she didn’t think that she had. Maria comes from a large Aboriginal family in northern 
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Alberta and when someone from home dies, she is expected to attend the funeral. 

Traditional funerals in her community can last for days and that often doesn’t include 

travel time. Recently her uncle passed away. What could Maria do to make sure she 

doesn’t lose this job? 

Possible solution:  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Compare your answers with the sample suggestions from the Job Smart: Tips for Staying 

Employed booklet (re-printed in the appendix). As you read the suggestions, notice how the 

writers make use of modals and expressions to make the suggestions sound like possibilities 

rather than the only possible solutions.  

Links 

The Government of Alberta’s http://alis.alberta.ca/index.html website has all sorts of 

resources for people who are looking for work or have questions about employment in 

Alberta. Explore the website on your own to see what is there, or check out some of the 

following pages:  

To read the rest of the Job Smart: Tips for staying employed booklet: 

https://alis.alberta.ca/pdf/cshop/JobSmart.pdf. 

To explore different career options: 

http://occinfo.alis.alberta.ca/occinfopreview/info/browse-occupations.html  

To get help searching for a job:  

http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch  

To learn about writing resumes:  

http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch/resumes.html  

To learn about job interviews:  

http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch/interviews-offers.html 

At the Job Bank link on the Government of Canada website, search for a particular 

occupation and find out what kinds of reading, writing, communication, numeracy, and 

other essential skills you would need for that job:  http://www.jobbank.gc.ca/es_all-eng.do  

http://alis.alberta.ca/index.html
https://alis.alberta.ca/pdf/cshop/JobSmart.pdf
http://occinfo.alis.alberta.ca/occinfopreview/info/browse-occupations.html
http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch
http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch/resumes.html
http://alis.alberta.ca/worksearch/interviews-offers.html
http://www.jobbank.gc.ca/es_all-eng.do
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Appendix - Answer Keys 

Food for thought 

A lampshade on one’s head symbolizes a tipsy (i.e., drunk) person who is trying to be funny 

at a party, but often does so in a memorable, ridiculous, and inappropriate manner.  

Pre-listening vocabulary 

1. His illness was affecting/impacting his ability to work.  

2. His lies created problems for him at work. 

3. I survived the 5-kilometre run! 

4. Her colleagues took her out for lunch on her birthday. 

5. She definitely plans to retire this year. In fact, she has already reserved tickets for an 

extended holiday this winter. 

6. She will probably retire this year, although she hasn’t given formal notice to her 

employer.  

7. Employees were invited to bring their spouses to the office party, but Dave wasn’t 

married and wasn’t sure if he could bring his girlfriend. 

8. The event was planned for the first week in March, but had to be cancelled because of 

the bad weather. 

9. The volunteers from the community organized the soccer tournament. All their plans 

worked out smoothly and it was a great success. 

10. Low volunteer engagement resulted in fewer events being planned. 

11. There is a move away from buying single family homes; instead people are moving 

towards buying condos.  

12. Student attendance can be a good gauge of student interest and engagement in a class. 

13. In university, the ramifications of not attending class and not doing homework can be 

serious.  

14. In his family, it was expected that he would be a doctor or a lawyer. Any other choice 

was outside of the norm for his family (i.e., his parents, uncles, aunts, and cousins were 

all doctors or lawyers).  

 

Listening for meaning  

Listen and answer the following questions.  

1. Eggnog with a shot of rum is a (circle one) sour/sweet/salty/bitter drink that is often 

drunk at Christmas. 
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2. Why are some businesses calling their party a Holiday party instead of a Christmas 

party?  

To make sure to include everybody (i.e., some people see Christmas as primarily for 

Christians – so calling a party a “holiday party” would include people from all 

religious backgrounds). 

3. True/False: Employers always organize the holiday parties. 

4. True/False: Employers always pay for holiday parties. 

5. True/False: If very few people choose to come to a holiday party, this might mean 

that employees are less satisfied and happy with their company. 

6. What should you keep in mind when you go to an OFFICE party? 

Remember it is an extension of your office. How you behave is important. (Think 

about how you will behave, dress.) 

7. What should you avoid doing when going to an office party? 

Avoid getting drunk [avoid making yourself look ridiculous; no lampshade on head; 

don’t get up and make a rambling speech] 

8. What is one risk of encouraging employees to invite spouses to an office party? 

Spouses/dates are more likely to misbehave/make a scene at an office party. 

9. What is one possible ramification of bad behavior at an office party? 

It will be remembered for a long time (it will create it’s own urban legend – i.e., it will 

be a story that everyone is telling each other for a long time).  

10. There is (circle one) more/less drinking at office parties now than there used to be.  

11. List two things that organizations are doing to protect their employees:  

Any two of the following: 

 Giving out drink tickets 

 Limiting (cracking down on) how much people drink 

 Giving out taxi chits 

 Having the party at a hotel (so people can stay at hotel/don’t drink and 

drive) 

12. What could you say to convince your colleague to come to your office party and 

bring his/her spouse? 

e.g., Hey...it’s a great time to celebrate! Also, you spend a lot of time here – 

it would be good for your wife/husband to see who you spend time with! 

13. What could you say to convince your boss that spouses and dates should be invited 

to the office holiday party?  

e.g., There is less drinking at a party when spouses come. 
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Listening strategies – Keep listening to guess the meanings of words and expressions 

 

TIME 

FRAME 

SPEAKER UNFAMILIAR WORD OR PHRASE RESTATEMENTS  OR CLUES THAT CAN HELP 

YOU UNDERSTAND THOSE WORDS 

0:28-

0:45 

Margo to get a gauge as to what your 

organization’s all about  

to see what fits ; to get a sense of is it a 

Christmas party, is it a holiday party, is it a 

new years party  

(i.e., to understand something) 

1:14- 

133 

Margo high morale companies A company where employees are… happy, 

engaged, satisfied; where the company has 

been doing good things 

1:39-

2:13 

Margo sponsored by the organization hosted by your organization  

(i.e., paid for by the organization) 

3:00-

3:29 

4:49-

5:05 

Margo & 

Mark 

partner A spouse, a guest, a date  

(i.e., someone who comes to the party with 

the employee) 

3:44- 

4:15 

Mark & 

Margo 

tamer Not as much drinking  

(i.e., not so wild and crazy) 

4:06- 

4:25 

Mark & 

Margo 

to stick out like sore thumbs To be outside the norm. To stand out  

(i.e., to be different) 

 

Building Speaking Skills: Linking sounds Vowels and consonants 

For answers to this section, see the highlighted words in Appendix–Transcript at the end of 

this document. 

Reading Activity 

Pre-reading vocabulary 

1. Appropriate (adj) 

 

C A. To chat and tell stories (often unkind or untrue) about other 

people’s private lives. 

2. Attitude (noun) H B. An attempt to do something; work that is done to achieve 
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something 

3. Clarify (verb) F C. Suitable for the situation 

4. Assistance (noun) E D. To be paying attention; to have clear aims  

5. Gossip (verb, noun) A E. Help  

6. Focused (adj) D F. To make something less confusing or easier to understand. 

7. Factor (noun) I G. Things that can be used to achieve a goal; can include 

supplies, equipment, money, time 

8. Rejuvenated (adj) N H. A perspective or outlook; a way of thinking about 

something; often positive or negative 

9. Despite (preposition) J I. One of many things that can cause or influence something 

10. Resources (noun) G J. Not affected by; regardless of; in spite of  

11. Equipment (noun) L K. To officially approve of someone; to publically thank or 

honor someone  

12. Contribute (verb) 

Contribution (noun) 

M L. Machines, tools, and clothing needed for a specific job or 

activity  

13. Recognize (verb) K M. (verb) To improve or add to something;  

(noun) Something you give to help something be successful. 

14. Effort (noun) B N. Being healthy, energetic, or strong once again 

 
Reading for meaning 

1. Karin is thinking of quitting her job. She works in a group home with troubled youth 

and is paid more than others who work in similar places. She loves her clients and 

her colleagues. Her boss listens when she has problems and treats the employees 

fairly. In fact, last year Karin got an award for being the most valued employee.  

But she still wants to quit. Look at the bulleted list at the beginning of the reading. 

List two things that might be making Karin want to quit. 

 She might not feel safe.  

 She might not have all the resources she needs to do her work.  

2. At his yearly employee evaluation meeting, Kardik’s boss said she wanted to see him 

become more of a team player.  What are some things he might or might not be 

doing that could be causing a problem? 

Kardik is probably not getting along with others – perhaps he is not friendly, doesn’t 

smile, doesn’t listen when others are speaking, doesn’t offer to help others or ask 

for help. Maybe he complains about his job, gossips, or just keeps to himself.  
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3. Clothes can be very expensive, but how you dress can have ramifications for your 

job. What can you do if you don’t want to spend a lot of money on clothing? 

Be sure your clothes are clean and neat. Find bargains at second-hand or 

consignment stores. 

4. What are two non-verbal things you can to do communicate better? 

Make eye contact; Smile 

 

5. True/False: Asking questions when your boss gives you instructions is insulting to 

your boss and makes you look bad. 

 

6. True/False: Apologizing makes you look weak and incompetent.  

 

7. Your friend doesn’t take any breaks because she wants to impress her boss. 

According to the article, why is that a bad idea? 

Taking breaks can rejuvenate you -- keep you healthy and energetic; it can help you 

stay positive at work. (i.e., Not taking breaks can exhaust you and result in a 

negative attitude.) 

 

Reading Strategies 

1. Both the podcast and the booklet mention employee clothing. What did they say? 

 Podcast (2:00-2:30): think about how you might dress at a company party – the 

Christmas party is an extension of your workplace (you are representing your 

company) 

 Booklet: Your employer expects you to represent the company in a positive 

way, so clothes should be clean and neat, not too tight or short 

Complete the following sentence using your own words:  According to both the 

Office Party podcast and the Job Smart Tips for Staying Employed booklet, …   

Sample answer: at any workplace event, it is important to keep in mind that you 

are representing the company. Your clothing should be clean, neat, and 

appropriate for the setting. 

2. In the podcast, Margo states that for businesses, the number of people who attend 

a holiday party is a good gauge of employee engagement and satisfaction. Find ideas 

from the booklet to complete the following sentence:  

 

If a lot of people attend an office party, it probably means that…  

Answers could include any of the bulleted points or ideas in the yes/no questions on 

the first page of the reading. E.G., it probably means that the employees feel that 

they get paid a fair wage, are safe, are recognized for their contributions, have 

meaningful work, have the resources they need, their opinions are heard, their boss 
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is fair. 

 

3. Imagine that Kardik (Question 2, Reading for Meaning) is reluctant to go to the 

office party. Find ideas in the booklet excerpt that you can use to convince him to 

go. Give him advice about what to do or not to do at that party using ideas from 

both the booklet and the podcast.  

Sample answer: Going to the office party can give you a chance to develop positive 

workplace relationships (R) so you should definitely go! When you go, be sure to be 

friendly and positive. Listen to others, smile, and make small talk, but don’t share 

personal problems or use this as a chance to gossip and complain (R). Don’t get 

romantically involved (R), and don’t drink too much (L). 

 

4. Your friend is the president of a small company. She is wondering if she should host 

a holiday party for her employees. Find ideas from both the reading and the 

listening to convince her to do so. Be sure to say where the different ideas came 

from – you might want to start your sentences with “According to the Job Smart 

booklet,…” or “According to Margo,…” 

Sample answer: 

According to the Job Smart booklet, employees want a job where they are 

“recognized for their contributions” and “the people are positive.” According to 

Margo, an office party is a good place to “thank the employees for a great year” and 

is an “opportunity to get everybody together and celebrate.” So having an office 

party can be used to recognize employees’ contributions and create positive 

relationships, which is good for employee satisfaction. 

 

Grammar Activity – Using modals and other expressions to make 

suggestions 

Some suggestions: 

Since Karen has tried to talk to her supervisor several times and had no success, perhaps she 

needs to be more assertive. The problem will only become bigger if she doesn’t do 

something about it now. She could try to schedule a meeting with her supervisor instead of 

trying to speak informally. If meeting with her supervisor doesn’t improve things, Karen 

could try talking to her co-workers to see if they have any ideas about how she could work 

better with her supervisor. She could also try talking to the manager of the department or 

perhaps someone in human resources if she is unable to resolve the situation herself. If 

Karen still sees no change, she may want to think about moving to a position where she 

reports to someone else. 
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Writing Activity –Expressing degrees of obligation 

The following scenarios and the suggestions are directly from the Job Smart: Tips for Staying 

Employed booklet. As you read the suggestions, notice how they make use of modals and 

expressions to make the suggestions sound like possibilities rather than the only possible 

solutions. 

Late for work 

Mark has been having trouble getting to work on time for the last few weeks. He does his 

best to get his three kids off to daycare and school each day, but sometimes things happen. 

Like when his four-year-old daughter had a tantrum at the breakfast table and spilled her 

juice down the front of his shirt. Not a good start to the day. Because he had to change 

clothes, Mark ended up being 10 minutes late for work – for the second time this week. 

What could he do? (Job Smart, p.11) 

 

 

Problem with a co-worker 

Lien is having a problem with a co-worker. They just don’t seem to get along. Lien gets upset 

when her co-worker points out her mistakes to everyone nearby, like the time Lien was 

trying to use the cash register and it got jammed. Lien believes her co-worker treats her this 

way because she doesn’t like her. What could she do? (Job Smart, p.12) 
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Too much work to do 

Antonio enjoys his job in the mailroom but lately he’s been feeling swamped. Whenever he 

turns around, someone needs a letter tracked down, someone has a rush delivery or more 

mail comes in and needs to be sorted and delivered. He’s trying his best to keep up but it’s 

been getting hard to keep on top of everything. In fact, some things have slipped through 

the cracks. Antonio feels terrible and wants to do better. But he can’t keep working through 

his lunch break to get things done and staying up at night thinking about things he may have 

forgotten to do. What could he do? (Job Smart, p.12) 

 

Asking for time off work for a personal issue 

Maria’s last employer fired her for abandoning her job. She didn’t mean to abandon it – in 

fact, she didn’t think that she had. Maria comes from a large Aboriginal family in northern 

Alberta and when someone from home dies, she is expected to attend the funeral. 

Traditional funerals in her community can last for days and that often doesn’t include travel 

time. Recently her uncle passed away. What could Maria do to make sure she doesn’t lose 

this job? (Job Smart, p. 14) 
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Appendix – Transcript 

 SPEAKER TITLE: THE OFFICE PARTY 

0:00 Mark Christmas office parties can be as sweet as a glass of eggnog, but add a shot or two of 

rum and somebody’s bound to end up on the ‘naughty list.’ Our workplace columnist 

Margo Ross-Graham is here with a guide to surviving the office party season. Good 

morning. 

0:13 Margo Good morning, Mark. 

0:15 Mark All right. I said Christmas party off the top; I guess we should call it a holiday party, first 

of all. When you’re in business, you want to make sure you include everybody.  

0:22 Margo Yeah. There is lots of move towards that…is to move away from calling it a Christmas 

party. And I do think that it would be good for you to kind of get a gauge as to what your 

organization’s all about and see what fits for them. A lot of companies, what they do is 

they have their employees organize the event [right], and then based on that they get a 

sense of is it a Christmas party, is it a holiday party, is it a year end get together? 

0:45 Mark Yeah. Now, do you think it’s… For employees, should they go to the holiday party? I 

mean…  How does it affect your employment, if you go or not?  

0:54 Margo I think it’s a good idea to go. The event is usually set up as a thank you to employees for 

a great year, and an opportunity to get everybody together and celebrate… 

1:04 Mark …IF the business is paying for it. [if the business is paying for it]. Sometimes they don’t, 

right? 

1:08 Margo Yeah, and a lot of organizations, I think, have their employees pay for their own tickets 

to the event. [right] But we do see that, high morale companies, people are happy to go 

to that event, because it is a great chance to get people together. [mhmm] So I often 

think in organizations, if they notice that they are having a holiday event or a Christmas 

party that lots of employees are going [mm], it’s probably a good gauge of employee 

engagement and employee satisfaction. So they’ve probably been doing some good 

things that year.  

1:33 Mark There’s all kinds of Christmas parties going on during the season. So what’s the 

difference between the Office party and just your regular Christmas party?  

1:39 Margo Well I think, what people forget, is the Office party is actually an extension of your 

office. And so, it really is another event where you are getting together with your 

colleagues, often, many many times, sponsored by the organization. So it is reflective... 

How you show up and how you behave – and I know a lot of people don’t like that; they 
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don’t like to think that their social time is impacting their work time [right]– But the 

reality is, if it is being hosted by your organization, and you’re there sort of representing 

your company, or with all of your company peers, it’s an extension of your work. So 

think about that when you decide how you might behave, [ohhh] or misbehave, or how 

you might dress, or... 

2:18 Mark Never. I’ve never misbehaved at a Christmas party.  

2:23 Garrett I…I can’t speak to that. [laugh] I mean, I’ve only been going to Christmas parties with 

you for 3 years. But, what surprises me is that it still happens. It kind of seems like it’s a 

cliché that somebody gets so drunk and they basically have like a lampshade on their 

head. But even still. I read somebody’s Facebook message just the other day, and 

mentioned: “Maybe don’t get up and address your whole company, you know, rambling 

on, slurring your speech for 10 minutes, with no real, you know, point.” And when I read 

that, I thought, “I can’t believe people still do that!”  

2:54 Mark Yeah! But I guess it happens?  

2:55 Margo Happens! [yeah] Happens a lot! And you know what also happens, and to your point? 

It’s not always the employee that does it. It’s the employee’s spouse, or partner, [ooo] 

or guest, that gets up and decides to share their views on the organization! I have been 

to an event where that happened. And everybody remembered, when we got back to 

work on Monday, [oh my] that it wasn’t the employee, but the employee’s partner, that 

had something to say. 

3:20 Mark Well, maybe you should have a word uh with your spouse before you go to the party, I 

guess, eh?  

3:24 Margo You know what? It is worthwhile to remind your partner that, you know, this is my work 

3:29 Mark There could be ramifications 

3:30 Margo For me, there could definitely be ramifications. I mean, in the instance I’m talking about, 

and probably the one this person on Facebook is talking about, it will be remembered 

for a long time to come. It’s going to create its own urban legend. But people will 

remember [laughter] the person who showed up crazy.  

3:44 Mark But are they tamer than they used to be? 

3:46 Margo Oh I… Yes, absolutely [yeah] 

3:47 Mark I mean, there used to be a lot of drinking in the workplace, compared to what there is 

now.  
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3:51 Margo Absolutely. So it is much tamer. And organizations are getting very protective of their 

own organization. So they are changing how they give the alcohol. So they’re giving 

people tickets. The employees don’t always like that, but as an organization, [mhm] it’s 

a good way to limit how much people are drinking.  

4:06 Mark And when you think about it, that’s where, when things are a little tamer, people who 

are standing out, they stick out like sore thumbs. If you’re out of the…sort of… 

4:18 Margo Yeah.  Outsider… or outside of the norm, you really stand up…uh…stand out, pardon me, 

so yes, absolutely. So organizations are really cracking down on how much alcohol… 

They are giving people taxi chits to make sure they’re going home safely. A lot of people 

are doing them at hotels so that people can stay. If they can stay at the hotel instead of 

driving… maybe they live out of town or they live across the city. [right] It’s a way to 

protect them in the evening [laugh]. So those are some things that people are doing. It’s 

still a great time to celebrate. And a great time to thank your employees for doing a 

good job.  And also a good time for your partners to see, kind of, who you spend your 

time with all day long. [right] But something that I think is really good with organizations 

is when you invite your spouses or your dates, you tend to see less drinking. [yeah] So 

that’s another good reason to invite your spouses along.  

5:05 Mark There you go.  

5:06 Garrett I thought it was so that they could drive you home! 

5:08 Mark Yeah. That’s the whole idea, Margo. Come on! 

5:09 Margo Well, Garret, when you invite me to a party, you can drive me home. 

5:12 Garrett Good idea. 

5:13 Margo You don’t drive! I forgot!  

5:15 Garrett No…I can drive. 

5:16 Mark He…he can drive. 

5:17 Margo Are you… Do you have your license? Are you old enough? 

5:19 Garrett I am…just barely..but I am… 

5:20 Mark All right. Let’s not go there. Margo, thanks for this. 

5:23 Margo Have a great week! 

5:25 Mark You, too. Margaret Ross-Graham, the owner of Sandbar coaching and consulting in 

Edmonton joins us Tuesdays at this time.  

 

 


